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 jrib: just upgraded to 13.04. Didn't have any issues upgrading. Is it a problem with NFS? XRU, nsahoo: a filesystem problem?
XRU, as I said, you need sudo rights to be able to do that jrib: let me check that paracus[fi]: be very carefull with that

command. ;-) paracus[fi]: i am looking at that please, can someone help me with an issue that i am having with changing my
touchpad settings?? its driving me up a wall paracus[fi]: i still don't understand why this folder is owned by nfs in the first place
XRU, then you need to work that out i have a lenovo g550 and have been trying to get it working with the Synaptics drivers, it

works for the most part, but i cant get it to scroll or change my touchpad settings paracus[fi]: so i try to use it, and it says i don't
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have read permissions XRU, by default the permissions are setup to read and execute on the root folder and the individual files,
the users own the folders paracus[fi]: seems ubuntu has a bug, i'll try to figure it out XRU, if you need to edit the group of an

NFS folder XRU, you need to be root or sudo and then you can change that jrib: is it the 'Filesystem' or 'BusyBox' that is
displayed on my boot screen. Actually, i was checking out /dev and then i checked out fstab.. maybe thats where i am seeing the

error paracus[fi]: well, i did that 82157476af
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